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JOSH ABBEY

HELLO!
My name is Josh Abbey. Originally from Iowa, I’ve
spent the last 8 years living and working as an
architect in Miami, FL. I have a B. Arch from Iowa
State University and am licensed in both Florida
and Colorado. I also have 8 years of commercial
& multi-family residential experience involving the
entire design life cycle. Separately, I operate an LLC
(“Joshua Michael Designs”), which is my creative
outlet for 3D animations, videography and graphic
design projects. My passion lies in 2D & 3D design,
and virtual design & construction. You can check out
my work in further detail on my website.

JoshuaMichaelDesigns.com
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MY STUFF

GREEN CAY VILLAGE
LUXURY SENIOR HOUSING
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(rendering by me)

DELRAY BEACH, FLORIDA
This property consisted of 278 residential units as well as offices, activity spaces,
dining halls, fitness centers, theaters, salons, creative zones, and a coffee shop. This
project was done in collaboration with a small team at SB Architects. The residences
are designed specifically for the 55+ segment; some needing living assistance and
others requiring specialty Memory Care. The building style draws from Florida
plantation & Caribbean vernacular to evoke a classic neighborhood feel.
MY ROLE
As the Project Manager I developed the concept design and managed multiple
disciplines to deliver an initial set of collaborative drawings. Being that this project
had complex program adjacencies and relationships required by the operator, it
was imperative that I be both mindful of and highly involved in the space planning of
this building.③ By breaking up the long block of building with differing volumes and
materials I was able to evoke a single-family residential scale, and kept that intention
in mind when crafting the facades as well.① For marketing purposes, I was tasked
with producing a video animation fly-through for the client. ② I also created the
zoning package for the city in accordance with local code and agency compliances.
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LA TRANQUILA
LUXURY HOTEL & CONDOS

① (rendering by others)

PLAYA MITA, MEXICO
This collaborative design project of an entire campus of buildings - consisting of 13
hotels, 2 restaurants, and a conference center - was a shared effort by small teams at
the firm. Owned and operated by Conrad Hotels, we worked to design a cohesive
concept that supported both the brands mission and the local aesthetic.
My ROLE
As Project Manager, I oversaw the 3 large existing guest room buildings, which
consisted of 106 keyed units.① These buildings required full renovation with
additional seismic steel bracing implementation.④ I carried the buildings from
schematic design through design development before it was handed off to a local
architect. Just as well, I managed coordination between the local trades, created the
drawing set for those existing buildings and detailed their special conditions, such as
the main patio trellis② and entry porte cochere.③ La Tranquila is under construction
and slated for completion by the end of 2019.
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MORGAN’S POINT
LUXURY CONDOS
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MORGAN’S POINT, BERMUDA
This project consisted of a hotel guest room building, 5 luxury multifamily condos, a
few presidential villas, and an arrival village to be operated by Ritz-Carlton. This was
a collaborative design project with SB Architects for an entire campus of buildings.
MY ROLE
I worked as Project Manager, overseeing the design of 5 residential condos.① I
carried the buildings from schematic design through construction administration, and
was solely responsible for consultant management and coordination throughout the
project. I was also accountable for producing both the construction and contract
documents in their entirety. The design of the splash pools② was a challenging point
of this project. In responding to this, I integrated the design of each unit’s cantilevered
infinity pool and coordinated their respective MEP and structural systems③ through
many iterations and VE exercises, all while staying in budget. I worked directly with
the interior designers and client to achieve an effective layout with premium features
and overall desirable living quarters.④ The condos are partially complete, and will
be finished by the end of 2019.
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DESIGN DISTRICT
HIGH-END RETAIL
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MIAMI, FLORIDA
This project consisted of high-end retail building with specialty design facades,
spanned over a 4 block area.① This was a collaborative effort with SB Architects for
an entire campus of buildings as the architect of record for the project.
MY ROLE
I was Project Manager for the buildings of "Block 3" (containing the alley arches②),
the southeast quadrant of Paradise Plaza③, and the PM for the Christian Louboutin
building renovation④. I carried the buildings from schematic design through
construction administration - working closely with the facade design architects to
detail all of their special conditions including various attachment methods and
treatments that met the local hurricane codes. Special challenges included the
attachment methodolgyt for the tiled facade of the buildings on Paradise Plaza③.
Other challenges included detailing the alley arches'② finishes and structural subgrade connections. The district's construction is complete and currently operational.
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CENTER OF HOPE
SCHOOL AND ORPHANAGE

①

HINCHE, HAITI
The Center of Hope consisted of detached orphanages and schools for children that
were built with local materials and utilized sustainable design techniques.① This was
a collaborative effort with Rothschild+Doyno.
MY ROLE
I worked as a part of the concept design team, focusing mainly on the roof system
and developing the 3D rendering marketing materials.② We strategically utilized
local materials and strived for energy efficiency to help alleviate high utility costs.
Equally as important as efficiency, we did not compromise on design and kept the
interior bright and cool. The roof was made of light-weight corrugated metal and
wood trusses, stacked down the corridor the building, which created a butterfly
shedding system.r Doing so allowed daylight to penetrate deep into the space
without overheating, all while venting each building. We were able to collect
rainwater and distribute it along the building’s exterior corridor canopy to local
planters via rain-chains.③ The first phase of the project was completed in 2013. (All
renderings pictured were made by me).
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MISC. ANIMATIONS
3D VIDEO ANIMATIONS

① (see video here)

MISC. LOCATIONS
I've created many different 3D animations including video fly throughs, time lapse sun
studies, construction sequencing, and marketing promotions.
Beverly Place was a marketing video fly through of a luxury senior home in
Burlington, IA.① Longboat Key was a large hotel & condo project in Florida that was
also used as a marketing tool to sell units to potential investors.② Mohrfeld Solar
was a comprehensive video animation that shows the economic benefits of installing
a solar system for your home.③ Six Senses in Turks & Caicos was a video animation
used to study the dynamic nature of crossing the site's bridge via golf cart.④ (All
renderings shown are by me).
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MISC. VIDEOS
SHORT FILM HIGHLIGHTS

① (see video here)

MISC. LOCATIONS
I've created many different videos for clients, friends, and for personal leisure.
Some are award winning, like my submission for the Black With No Cream™ 48hour video challenge where I took first place.① A group of 5,000 creators were
given the opportunity to create a video within a 48 hour time frame which had to
utilize their selected music, be less than 1 minute total, and be 1 continuous shot.
Another award winning video I created for GoPro® and their "Weekend Warrior
Challenge".② Other notable videos include a fitness video for a client in which I
sought to capture the high-energy movement of the subject in accordance with the
surrounding structure.③ Also a personal video I created called "My Year 2018" is a
chronological journey of my entire year via a full digital immersion of my Instagram
feed - featuring some advanced visual digital effects.④ (All videos shown were filmed
and edited by me).
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LOST BEAR COFFEE
LOGO, BRANDING, COFFEE SHOP DESIGN

BURLINGTON, IOWA
This project is an ongoing comprehensive design job that consists of brand upkeep
after I created the initial design. I was heavily involved in the initiation of the project
for a personal friend by means of designing the logo, menus, apparel, stationary,
the coffee shop, and all other brand-related material; helping launch the business.
I even came up with the brand's name. The brand's intention is to be "hipster chic"
combining clean lines and bold graphics with hard black and white colors. The shop
has won Southeast Iowa's Best Cup of Coffee award and the business has expanded
to 2 locations with a bed & breakfast venture underway. (All images shown are
photos copyright of Lost Bear Coffee™).

FADED XX CLOTHING
A PARTY LIFESTYLE CLOTHING BRAND

SERVICING ONLINE, WORLDWIDE
This is a clothing brand started by a friend and I in 2011. At the time we were
obsessed with new music, partying, and edgy graphic tee shirts - amongst other
things. Through initial promotion of emerging hip-hop and R&B artists, we started
creating party-related designs for tee shirts. A few years into development I took
over and am now the sole owner and designer. I then designed and registered the
trademarked faded ghost logo.① It represents a spirit of the night that is always free
flowing and cannot be controlled. The brand's mission is to encourage forgetting
about your current dilemmas, letting go, and having a good time. As stated:
"tomorrow doesn't exist and nor do your problems. Live for tonight and look fresh
while doing it." The online store has evolved over the years, selling over 11,000
products worldwide to date. You can see the online store here: Fadedxx.com
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MISC. LOGOS
GRAPHIC DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS

①

MISC. LOCATIONS
I've done many different graphic design related projects including logos, full product
branding, photo realistic product previews, animated motion graphics, and more.
I did a logo for a traveling photography company that emphasized weddings
and nature photos - which can be seen literally represented in her logo.① Another
logo I did as a part of a competition for a golf course in Fort Madison, Iowa. My
submission was the winner and is now their current logo.② Another notable graphic
branding project I did for a coffee shop start up called Zea Zeo Coffee.③ The brand
was heavily Greek influenced as the name "zea zeo" draws it's meaning from the
Greek words wheat and water. The logo sought to emphasize a strong heroic lion
figure detailed with olive branches and wheat stalks. Another branding project I did
was for the non profit Hays Pure Water.④ This organization was rooted in its mission
to provide clean water globally through their water purification systems. These
systems were funded by sales of the local bottled water. My design intent for the
bottle labels was to spell out exactly what this organization does in an eye-catching,
comic-strip-like manner. (All graphics shown are made by me).
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(My IG is kinda' cool too: @Josh.is.trippin)

